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Enhancement of lives, connecting us to our roots and promoting cultural
understanding is what our festivals do. The diverse celebrations help understand the
pleasure of a wholehearted embrace and deepened respect for our heritage. We
certainly cherish a remarkably diverse culture with vibrant tapestry. 
                                                                                                                  - Dr. A. K. Sinha
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A very warm welcome to our dear
peers and respected teachers once

again! The mid-term exams are
drawing nearer, and tensions are high,
but remember always - a result is not
the be-all and end-all of everything!

Embrace your tests, be willing to your
challenges, and approach your exams

with a confident smile! All the very
best of luck to you all!

From the editor’s desk
Teacher Moderators:

Student Team:



Show and Tell

The bond between a brother and a sister is a sacred
connection of trust, love and respect. Our pre-

primary students were given the fun-filled
opportunity to take part in activities celebrating the
symbolism and the encompassing affection of tying

the rakhi as a mark of trust between siblings.
 

Pre Primary Events

Jai Hind! Students of DPSV started their day
with an invigorating series of events

performed by their fellow classmates ranging
from patriotic songs to exuberant dances to

commemorate the nation’s 76th Independence
Day. 

Paratha Day!

Rakshabandhan

We humans are social beings;
which makes show and tell a

golden opportunity for getting
children to express their interests

and socialize with their friends!

Our grandmother's most special dishes,
parathas! The little ones here at DPSV  

took a day off to celebrate the delicious
and toothsome delight of parathas, a

versatile dish savoured by all.

Independence Day.



There is no better way to introduce
children to the world of drama and

theatre than by filling them with joy and
adoration using puppets! We watched as
our little ones unleashed their creativity

and drama chops using puppets with
infectious enthusiasm!

Plant Nursery!

Major Dhyan Chand's spirit and
valour continues to thrive in our

little athletes of today! We at DPSV
took this occasion as an

opportunity to foster the values of
sportsmanship, athleticity and

forthrightness in our pre-primary
students, thereby ingraining the

morals that Dhyan Chand tirelessly
strove for throughout his life.

Our pre-primary students were
endowed with an insightful and
eye-opening experience into the
world of flora on a field trip to the

plant nursery. It is of great
importance to encourage and
bring up awareness about the
essential role these precious

givers of life to the planet play in
the minds of young children.

 

National Sports
Day!

Puppet Theatre!

Visit To the Post Office!
Educating our children about the lifelines of our
country through excursions is crucial, which is
why our students were taken to the local post

office and given an enlightening insight into the
cogs of our postal service system that ensure the
safe and efficient transport of our mail from point

A to point B.



Green Vegetable and
Puri Day!

Being a staple meal of many Indians,
yet still timelessly enjoyed and in
which is found a common love for
nutritional sabzis and puris, green

vegetables and puris deserve a day of
their own where the importance of

healthy, enjoyable meals is
emphasized to our children from a

young age.

Ganesh Chaturthi, the festival
worshiping Lord Ganesha which
kicks off the festive season with
a blast. Our kids reunited with
their dearest Ganapati ji and

celebrated this joyous occasion.

Ganesh Chaturthi!

Janmashtami!
Janmashtami - the most auspicious
festival commemorating the birth of
the immensely revered Hindu deity

Shri Krishna – was passionately
celebrated by our little pre-primary
stars by dressing up in traditional

attire as Kanha himself!



The bond of love between a child and their
grandparents far exceeds the value of even the
most precious jewels on Earth. To celebrate the
sacred and pure nature of this bond, our primary

students performed a fantastic show for their
grandparents, spectacularly displaying their

immense gratitude and love for their elderly loved
ones.

Grandparents Day!

Involving our students in the
commemoration and

celebration of our nation's
linguistic diversity is
essential and a great

opportunity to foster unity in
diversity!

A trip endlessly filled with
memorable times and

thrilling adventures, our
excursion to Rajasthan was

an unforgettable
experience for our

students!

School Tour!

Language Week!
Primary Events!



Secondary Events!

As the golden sun blessed the
sovereign soil of India another

day after 76 years of
independence, we

commemorated the 15th of
August with a vibrant ceremony
celebrating the identity, dance,
music, and future of the nation

wrought with undying patriotism
and passion!

Independence Day

Teachers are the heart of our
education, the ones who guide and

teach us both academics and lifelong
morals. Our students planned and
showcased a wonderful event for

their teachers as a token of
appreciation. 

Teachers’ Day



Q. What values do you wish to exemplify and propagate to
your students through teaching?

A. I would like to emphasize to all the importance of being
fluent in your mother tongue. To learn, communicate, and
practise your language in all facets of life is essential. Be
open to other languages as well. People like P.V. Narsimha

Rao were loved among the masses because of their
seamless ability to communicate with people from all

linguistic backgrounds. It always makes me proud to see
students who are conversant in multiple Indian languages.

That multilingual knack for languages needs to be promoted
among our youth more. It puts our cultural diversity so

much more into perspective.

Q. Of all subjects to teach, how did you find your passion
for teaching Hindi?

A. One of my parents taught Sanskrit in school. I
accumulated a couple of degrees myself – graduated with

Economics, did an MA in history – but I always had an
unflinchingly strong connection to language. The free reign
over creativity that one has with language was what pulled

me in.

Q. What is your approach towards uplifting those students
struggling with the subject?

A. I believe that practical methods are the most effective for
dispelling the problems a student faces in a linguistic subject. I

provide them with fun activities that make the process of
overcoming doubts enjoyable, and I always give as many

examples as possible to help them gain clarity of their weak
areas. The advent of computers has also been of great help, as
using presentations, audiobooks and videos have tremedously

helped in gauging the interest of my students.

Mr. Sanjay Sharma

Get to know

more!

Know your teacher!



Thank you for reading!
See you in the next month’s bulletin!


